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Abstract

EU Space Surveillance and Tracking (EU SST) is the European Union’s operational capability for
safeguarding space infrastructure and contributing to global burden-sharing in the domain of Space Situ-
ational Awareness (SSA). Implemented by a consortium of seven EU member states in cooperation with
the EU Satellite Centre, EU SST serves 100 user organizations with free services, including Collision
Avoidance for more than 210 satellites, Fragmentation Analysis, and Re-entry Analysis services.

EU SST operates a growing sensor network that relies on contributions from both civilian and military
stakeholders and currently comprises 50 assets for surveillance and tracking, including radars, telescopes,
and laser ranging stations. The sensors remain under the authority of the member states, reflecting the
dual dimension of the SSA domain. In a unique multilateral approach to SSA data sharing, measurements
and orbit data from the contributing sensors are shared through a dedicated platform, the EU SST
Database, and will be used to populate a forthcoming European Catalogue of space objects.

Under the upcoming EU Space Programme, EU SST will mature into a fully-fledged programme
component while maintaining its particular governance model, which allows to address and preserve the
sovereign security interests of the participating member states within a civilian framework. In view of
the contemporary debate on Space Traffic Management, EU SST is also exploring additional services and
synergies to improve the coordination of space traffic in Europe and beyond.

This paper reports on recent and emerging developments in the implementation of EU SST. It high-
lights the unique multilateral collaboration between civilian, military and security actors, the model and
policy for data sharing, and EU SST’s operational contribution to ensuring the safety and sustainability
of operations in the orbital environment.
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